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8. MIN(D)ING THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE
W.J.M. VOERMANS*
1. Travelling the Electronic Superhighway, Using the Telecommunications
Infrastructure
1.1. TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURE
The volume, intensity, and speed of traffic on electronic highways are largely dependent
on the structure and quality of the traffic routes. In the Netherlands, äs in many other
countries, the bulk of the electronic superhighway traffic uses the public telecom-
munications infrastructure. This public — i.e., crossing public property1 — telecom-
munications infrastructure, which consists of a system of arrangements and means to
support telecommunications Services, is rapidly undergoing fundamental changes. The
public telecommunications infrastructure, once mainly designed and used to support
telephone and telex Services, faces the challenge of meeting the demands of new
telecommunications techniques and Services. Especially the (Revolution in Information
technology and the fast growing possibilities to integrate Information technology and
telecommunications techniques and Services (telematics) require a technical re-
assessment of telecommunications networks. Interactive communication, unrestricted
dispersion and interchange of sounds, Images, and other kinds of Information draw
heavily upon the capacity of the existing telecommunications infrastructure. Digitization,
fiber-optic cables, local and global (cable) network linking, data compression
techniques, and the development of Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) are
some of the ways in which telecommunications infrastructure administrators (telecom
operators) try to cope with the new developments on the telecommunications market.
1.2. DECLINING MONOPOLIES ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES
In the Netherlands and in fact in the whole of Europe, the question of who can and will
have responsibilities to control, install, exploit, and maintain the public
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teJecommunications infrastructure is still debated. The question of who controls and
exploits the infrastructure is crucial to the possibilities and the conditions of electronic
superhighway traffic.
Traditionally in Europe, most of the public telecommunications infrastructures were
controlled by (government) enterprises or administrative authorities which acted äs
monopolists. Until recently, these national Post Telephone and Telegraph enterprises or
authorities (PTT's) held exclusive authorizations to install, maintain, and exploit the
public telecommunications infrastructure. They also had exclusive rights to supply
telephone and telegraph Services to the general public. Their telecommunications
monopolies even included exclusive rights to install and deliver periphera]
telecommunications equipment. In the 1980s, due to EC2 policies, this monopolist
tradition was partly abandoned in most European countries. Hitherto government-
controlled enterprises or agencies were privatized and their monopolies were limited.
In the Netherlands, the government enterprise PTT was privatized in 1989 to create a
limited liability Company, KPN, which acts äs a holding Company for the subsidiary
Company PTT Telecom. In this new set-up PTT Telecom lost the monopoly on some
telecommunications Services3 and the monopoly on supplying peripheral equipment, but
(still) retained the exclusive authorization to maintain and exploit the public
telecommunications infrastructure and also retained the exclusive rights to supply (non-
mobile) telephone Services. In the near future, anti-monopolist EU policies will however
limit these remaining monopolies on telecommunications activities even further in order
to guarantee a liberalized, harmonized, and competitive common market for
telecommunications Services.4 This free and harmonized "tele-common" market is, in
the eyes of the EC Commission and the EC Council, one of the major conditions for
unrestricted circulation and growth of (Information) Services on the electronic
superhighway.
Since November 1993, the name of the European Communities (EC) has, pursuant to the Maastricht
Treaty, been changed into the "European Union" (EU). Most of the measures and policies I will discuss
in this contribution stem from the time when the EU still went under the name of EC. To avoid
misunderstanding I will uniformly denote policies and measures of European authorities äs EC measures
and EC policies, even when they stem from the period after November 1993.
E.g., public digital mobile telephony, which was semi-liberalized in the beginning of 1995 when t
second authorization for digital mobile telephony was granted to the consortium Libertel. See also, foi
reference, note 15.
As a result of the Bangemann-report (High-Level Group on the Information Society, Europe and thi
Global Information Society, Recommendations to the European Council, Brüssels, May 26, 1994), thi
European Council on Telecoms on November 17, 1994 agreed that füll liberalization of thi
telecommunications infrastructure and Services must be realized by 1998. See also the communicatioi
of the EC Commission, Europe's Way to the Information Society: an Action Plan, July 19, 1994
COM(94) 347 and the Communication of the EC Commission (in German), Konsultation zum Grünbuci
über die Liberalisierung der Telekommunikanoninfrastruktur und der Kabelfernsehnetze, May 3, 1995
Com (95) 158.
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Furthering and anticipating these EC measures, the Dutch government in 1993
announced its policy to gradually abandon the monopoly5 of KPN on the maintenance
and exploitation of the (fixed) public telecommunications infrastructure by 1995/1996,
and to abolish the monopoly on voice telephone Services äs well by 1998.6 In the
National Action Program Electronic Superhighway: from Metaphor to Action of
December 12, 1994, the Dutch government embraces the EC position on the importance
of the infrastructural and telecommunications Services liberalization: for the successful
development of the electronic superhighway and for profitable Services traffic,
liberalization, harmonization, and competition are determining factors.
1.3. PURPORT OF THIS CHAPTER
The introductory remarks show that in the evolving Information society the
telecommunications infrastructure has reached an important junction. The function and
Position of the telecommunications infrastructure are rapidly changing. With it a whole
new set of interests arises and new political and legal questions emerge. In this chapter
I will focus on the significance of the telecommunications infrastructure for the (further)
development of the electronic superhighway in the Netherlands and explore some
societal and economic interests related to it. These societal and economic interests give
rise to fundamental political and legal questions on how to administer, support, and
control (the traffic on) the telecommunications infrastructure in the near future. Towards
the end of this chapter I will try to arrive at some preliminary conclusions äs to what
the major political and legal issues regarding the telecommunications infrastructure will
be in the near future.
2. Relations between Telecommunications Infrastructures and the Electronic
Superhighway
The telecommunications infrastructure is the "tarmac" of the electronic superhighway,
äs the Dutch Minister of Economic Affairs put it in 1994.7 But just what is the exact
role of the telecommunications infrastructure in what we call the electronic
superhighway? To answer this question, a deeper understanding of the technicalities of
the electronic superhighway is necessary. The term electronic superhighway, or
Initialiy replacing itby a duopoly, i.e., a Situation wherethere are two authorizations for the Installation,
maintenance, and exploitation of public telecommunications infrastructure.
See the final Cabinet position ' Hoofdlijnen van de herziening van de WTV (Outline note on the revision
of the Telecommunications Facilities Act), Kamerstukken II, 1993/94, 21 693, nr. 14.
See the policy memorandum National Action Program Electronic Highways: from Metaphor to Action,
The Hague, December 12, 1994.
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Information superhighway, denotes a (partially) integrated chain of telecommunications
means and Information Technology (IT) applications which make certain "tele-
information" Services possible.
2. l. TRADITIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS
In telecommunications, a distinction is traditionally made between the
telecommunications means, i.e., the means which provide the mere transport and
technical transformation of signals, sounds, images, signs, or pulses, and the
telecommunications Services, i.e., the complex of measures and means which make
actual communication possible between addressees over a certain distance (e.g.,
telephone, telegraph, telex, and data transport). In traditional forms of
telecommunications there was a distinct line between the means and the Services.
Telecommunications means involve infrastructural transmission facilities like cables,
amplifiers, transmitters, receivers, powerstations, etc., äs well äs the organization and
equipment which are necessary to provide the routes that are needed to be able to
perform telecommunications Services.
In the Netherlands, mainly three types of public transport networks exist that are
being used for telecommunications. The first type of public transport networks consists
of national fixed cable telecom networks which are predominantly used for telephone
and data Services. The second type of transport networks consists of fixed cable TV
networks. In the Netherlands, most television and broadcast radio signals are transported
by local (fixed) cable TV networks. In 1994, nearly 90% of the Dutch households were
connected to a cable TV network. The third tier of public transport networks consists
of the so-called "alternative infrastructure". This alternative infrastructure consists of:
• fixed cable telecommunications networks owned and solely used by private
companies that cross public grounds on a nationwide basis;
• frequency-using narrowcasting and broadcasting networks;
• frequency-using mobile telephone networks; and
• satellite networks.
A separate set of telecommunications means consists of the peripheral or ancillary
equipment, i.e., the equipment users need to connect to the infrastructure, such äs
telephone sets, fax machines, or Computer modems.
In a sense the telecommunications means are the Hardware of telecommunications.
Telecommunications Services traditionally constitute th&software of telecommunications.
These telecommunications Services enhance processes, activities, and the contributory
facilities, rather than technical infrastructure and ancillary equipment. The Services in
their turn are subdivided into basic transport Services and value added Services. Basic
transport Services provide mere transport or transmission of speech, sound, images, or
data. The content of the transmitted message is not affected by the basic transport
Service itself. Basic transport Services, such äs telephone, telex, or telegraph, do not add
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to or alter anything that is being sent or transmitted. What is sent off on the one side,
comes out the same on the other side. Value added Services on the other hand do
deliberately make alterations or modifications to the initial input messages. A common
definition of value added Services is that they are Services which add additional
processing or storage functionalities to the basic transport Services.8 These Services
may, for example, add information to the original input and return this enriched input
to the sender. What was sent off comes out differently. Recently, thanks to the new
possibilities of IT, the supply of value added Services has increased dramatically.
Electronic message Services, teleshopping, Videotext, and electronic mail are exaraples
of value added Services which are growing increasingly populär.
The largest part of the law on telecommunications is based on the distinction
between the concepts of telecommunications means and telecommunications Services.
In the Netherlands, the Telecommunication Facilities Act of 19889 embodies a regime
for different forms of telecommunications infrastructures, a regime for ancillary
equipment and a regime for various telecommunications Services. These regimes are
interrelated in quite a complex way.
2.2. ELECTRONIC SUPERHIGHWAY INTEGRATION
A distinguishing feature of the electronic superhighway is or will be, äs I noted above,
Integration. The Integration which the electronic superhighway bringe occurs on the
level of telecommunications means äs well äs on the on the level of telecommunications
Services. New information and communication technologies make it possible to rapidly
process, transfer, and störe information over a distance, without the hitherto existing
geographical or physical limitations of place-bound information Systems.10 The
telecommunications infrastructures and the peripheral or ancillary equipment combined
constitute the information System. At different points and using different means users
can log in on the vast, integrated information Systems of the electronic superhighway
to satisfy their information needs, but also to process and störe the information of the
Information Systems themselves. The Integration of telecommunications Services happens
when traditional basic transport Services and value added Services are combined. For
8
 SeeKaspersen, H.W.K., 'Telematica', in: Franken, H., H.W.K. Kaspersen, and A.H. de Wild (eds.),
Recht en Computer, 2nd edition, Deventer, 1992, p. 191.
9 Wet op de telecommunicatievoorzieningen (WTV), Wet van 26 Oktober 1988, Staatsblad, 520.
10 I use the term "information System" in this contribution in the restricted sense. The term "information
System" is used here to denote an information processing system which a) receives requests for
information frorn its environment and which is able to supply to its environment information and
answers in response to these requests, b) is able to störe information over a certain time, and c) which
can process new information out of supplied information. See for this definition Wintraecken, J.J.R.,
Infonnatie-analyse volgens NIAM in iheorie en praktijk, 2nd revised edition, Schoonhoven, 1987.
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example, the digitization of telephony allows people to use the telephone Service not
only for transporting voice signals but also for transporting, processing, and storing
data. The telephone service is increasingly being used to supply or perform information
Services (e.g., IT-driven switch boards, information Service numbers, teleshopping,
follow-me telephony).
Figure l . Telecommunications means and interchangeabilities. The dotted lines mark interchangeabilities for
the near ftiture.
Electronic Highway (means)
alternative.
intastrwcture
. locl cabie TV
'.'',: network'
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Another aspect of the Integration which the electronic superhighway brings is the
interchangeability between Services and means. In the recent past different
telecommunications Services have been using unique telecommunications means:
telephony, for example, used the fixed public telecommunications infrastructure (mainly
used for telephone and fax Services) or — more recently — mobile telecommunications
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networks, data transport Services used a specific data network infrastructure,
broadcasting Services (like television or radio) exclusively used specific broadcast
transmitters and receivers and fixed cable TV networks, narrowcast Services uniquely
used narrowcast transmission, etc. The recent digitization of signals and infrastructural
arrangements, however, make it also possible to perform telephone Services on fixed
cable TV networks, or to perform datanet Services on the telephony infrastructure.
Interchangeability and Integration also take place in much of the ancillary equipment.
At this moment home Computers can be used to have tele-conferences (speech and
images combined), to watch TV, and to send and receive fax messages, and a television
set can be used to perform Information Services. Figure l gives an Impression of the
existing interchangeabilities between telecommunications Services and means.
Interchangeability and Integration are changing the face of telecommunications. The
telecommunications concepts of the past, which have shaped the bulk of the Dutch
telecommunications legislation and law, are outdating rapidly. The developments m the
techniques of telecommunications for this reason alone already warrant a new legal
approach and a redesign of telecommunications legislation and law. But there are still
more reasons to reconsider the traditional legal telecommunications concepts. Not only
the telecommunications techniques are undergoing rapid changes, but also the ways m
which telecommunications means and Services are being used are changmg
fundamentally.
2.3. TELECOMMUNICATIONS CHAINS AS INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Integration and interchangeability fundamentally change the face of telecommunications
itself and lead to different uses of telecommunications means and Services. First of all,
developments in telecommunications means and Services make it increasingly possible
to treat and use the chains of telecommunications means and Services äs Information
•Systems. Using telecommunications means and Services äs Information Systems implies
that the position of the user of telecommunications Services and the position of the
administrators of the telecommunications infrastructure and the providers of
telecommunications Services change drastically. Until recently, users of traditional
telecommunications Services were passive end users, and the bulk of the Services acted
äs neutral intermediaries between users. The evolution in Information technologies and
telecommunications technologies turns formerly passive clients into active users of
integrated Information Systems which can be used for performing traditional transport
Services to process, retrieve, and störe all kinds of data and Information. Users will
become the customers of Information Services supplied by multi-located Information
Systems in a demand-driven market. Administrators of telecommunications means and
Services, traditionally mainly the suppliers of transport Services, will increasingly act
äs administrators of these Information Systems. Not only will they supply transport
Services, but they will also act äs active producers and/or administrators of Information
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Services responding to the Information needs of the System users. To survive in the
demand-driven market of Information Services, administrators will have to react
expediently to their clients' Information needs. To be able to do this competitively they
will need to have control over their production processes, i.e., the multi-located
composing parts of the Information System they use. In the Netherlands, like in most
European countries, telecoinmunications law is not geared to this Copernican turnabout
of positions. The law on telecommunications in the Netherlands, mainly to be found in
the Telecommunication Facilities Act of 1988, is highly fragmented, establishing
different regimes for telecommunications infrastructures, ancillary equipment, and
various telecommunications Services. Together with the still existing monopoly on the
public telecommunications infrastructure and some telecommunications Services this
fragmentation poses a serious Inhibition to the growth possibilities of an information-
oriented telecommunications market.
3. Fragmentation of and Protectionism in the Dutch Telecommunications Law
3.1. THE SYSTEM OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION FACILITIES ACT 1988
As a first result of EC policies to liberalize telecommunications, the Dutch
Telecommunication Facilities Act was passed in 1988. Besides some renewal this act
bears a lot of reminiscences of the telecommunications past. First of all, the formerly
government-owned PTT enterprise, now privatized and called KPN, largely held the
dominant position in telecommunications. Under the 1988 Act only one exclusive
authorization can be granted to install, maintain, and exploit the national public
telecommunications infrastructure.11 This exclusive authorization was awarded to
KPN/PTT-Telecom. An exclusive authori/ation and unity in administration of the
infrastructure were deemed necessary for social and economic reasons. Uniform
administration of the national public telecommunications infrastructure would, in the line
of reasoning of the 1988 Act, secure uniform conditions for connection and
telecommunications Services. These uniform conditions were held to be of great
importance: modern society and the economy are to a great extent dependent on
telecommunications Services. Another reason to grant the monopoly was of a business-
economic nature. The national public telecommunications infrastructure, it was believed,
could only be run effectively and profitably without direct competition. It was also
believed that the former govemment enterprise needed a good start to be able to survive
on the telecommunications market. The exclusive authorization under the
Telecommunication Facilities Act brings responsibilities to the holder of the
11 See article 3 of the Telecommunications Facilities Act 1988.
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authorization. In retum for the authorization the holder is obliged to perform a variety
of telecommunications Services. Under the Telecommunication Facilities Act of 1988
these Services do not only include providing capacity, rental lines, fair tariffing, client-
arbitration,12 etc., but also the supply of telephony, telex, telegraph, and data transport
Services.13 In the System of the 1988 Act, these latter Services can also only be
performed exclusively by the holder of the national public telecommunications
infrastructure authorization, KPN/PTT-Telecom.
For the local fixed cable TV networks and the alternative infrastructures the
Telecommunication Facilities Act of 1988 introduced a semi-competitive licensing
System. Licenses to install public cable TV networks, radio-electric broadcast and
narrowcast networks, wire-radio networks, mobile telephony, and satellite networks can
be granted, but only if the holder of the national infrastructure authorization himself
cannot supply these telecommunications networks at reasonable terms within a
reasonable time-span.M Social and economic dependencies on local TV networks and
alternative infrastructures were apparently not deemed to be all that acute in these areas.
3.2. A FRAGMENTED SYSTEM
The only real liberalization brought by the Telecommunication Facilities Act of 1988
was the liberalization of the peripheral or ancillary equipment. What the Act of 1988
m fact does is protect the heart of the monopoly on the major part of
telecommunications means and Services. The Act breathes government control on
telecommunications and the need to protect the privatized KPN from competition. A
striking feature of the 1988 Act is that it combines the protection of the infrastructures
with the protection of telecommunications Services. Furthermore, any reliance on the
self-regulatory power of the telecommunications market seems to be absent.
The fragmentation of regimes for different public telecommunications infrastructural
networks has caused serious problems in the seven years the 1988 Act has been in
Operation. On the surface, these problems do not seem to be all that pressing. New
nationwide Services like mobile telephony were introduced relatively fast under the
infrastructural and Services monopoly of KPN/PTT-Telecom. KPN/PTT-Telecom had
however to invest heavily in mobile telecommunications means and Services, so that the
Company had to prioritize. The effects were twofold. First of all, the introduction of
some forms of mobile telephony in some areas ·— like the Global System for Mobile
12 See articles 4 and 8 of the Telecommunications Facilities Act 1988 jo. the Order in Council 'Besluit
algemene richtlijnen telecommunicatie' (General Directives for Telecommunications), Staatscourant,
1988, 252.
13 See article 4 of the Telecommunications Facilities Act 1988jo. the Order in Council 'Besluit opgedragen
telecommunicatiediensten' (Assigned Telecommunications Services), Staatsblad, 1988, 551.
14 See Chapter III of the Telecommunications Facilities Act 1988.
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communication GSM — was rather cumbersome. Furthermore, the mobile telephony
Service in the Netherlands is relatively expensive, and other suppliers of mobile
telephony until recently were not able to effectively penetrate the Dutch market of
mobile telephony under competitive conditions, not even in the areas where KPN/PTT-
Telecom is not actively operating. To end these problems, in 1995 the mobile telephony
market was semi-liberalized because a second license for digital mobile GSM-telephony
has been granted.15
3.3. THE PROBLEMS OF A SUPPLY-DRIVEN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
MARKET
The problems of a supply-driven telecommunications market, which develops slowly
due to existing monopolies, are however much more pressing in areas where
administrators of local cable TV networks and alternative infrastructures are able and
willing to provide the same telecommunications Services äs KPN/PTT-Telecom does.
At this moment it is already technically possible to supply data transport and telephone
Services on a nationwide scale using the local cable TV networks in combination with
nationwide, privately owned alternative infrastmctural telecommunications networks.I6
Cable TV network administrators can also supply these Services on a local basis.
Especially data transport Services are becoming increasingly important to the
development of the electronic superhigh way. The still existing monopolies of KPN/PTT-
Telecom, however, still prevent local cable TV administrators from supplying these
Services, both locally and nationwide. In perspective of an economically sound growth
of the electronic superhighway, this leads to some unpleasant dilemmas. First of all, the
need to prioritize makes KPN/PTT-Telecom not very keen on substantial Investments
in a nationwide public data transport infrastracture. KPN/PTT-Telecom is currently
experimenting with broadband networks, ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network),
and is indeed upgrading the existing national public telecommunications infrastructure
in several ways, but only at a very moderate pace. In view of future developments
(further liberalization) it is only natural that KPN/PTT-Telecom is not willing to take
all the Investment risks alone, since there is a distinct possibility that the demand for the
new (Standards of) Services will not meet the Investments on a short-term basis.
Moreover, the odds are that KPN/PTT-Telecom will not itself fiilly benefit from the
new possibilities of infrastmctural Upgrades, but that other companies, supplying
15 This second license for digital GSM mobile communication has been awarded to the MT-2 consortiurn,
now known äs Libertel (composed of the Internationale Nederlanden Group (ING, a Dutch banking and
insurance group) in partnership with the British Corporation Vidafone). See Kamerstukken II, 1994/95,
21 693, nr. 27.
16 For example, the nationwide and privately owned telecommunication network of the Dutch Railways
(NS).
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liberalized value added Services, will. The cable TV network administrators, on the
other hand, are missing out on the opportunity to fully exploit their Service possibilities.
Investing in Upgrades of their local cable TV infrastructures is not attractive if they
cannot fully benefit from it to supply telecommunications Services. In the Netherlands,
therefore, an interesting cat-and-mouse play exists äs to the question who is going to
innovate and invest. From an economic point of view this sort of reluctance to invest
is pemicious. It may result in a downward Spiral, where the economy motor of
customer demand for new telecommunications Information Services does not start up äs
a result of lagging capacity and supply, which in its turn has the effect of an even
greater reluctance to invest. A downward spiral like this does not only mean economic
loss by way of underinvestment and underexploitation, but it also makes the relatively
srnall Dutch telecommunications market extremely vulnerable to competition from
abroad.
On the other hand, the reluctance to innovate the infrastructure is strengthened by
e
 '
act that in order to be able to develop new information Services effectively and
iciently, information Service suppliers will have to have some sort of control over
eir
 Production chain. Although they do not need total control, the more control they
ave over an information System which will suppiy demanded Information, the more
e
 rective, efficient, and profitable the information Service will be. The development of
ew 1Qformation Services is however not interesting or even feasible when there are too
many uncertainties or dependencies in the information processing and information
Production chain. Not having control over the price of transport, the use of the transport
rastnicture, anc' fra^sport itseif, for example, makes costly innovations of information
Services unattractive.
A supply-driven market, like the telecommunications market in the Netherlands, is
not Άη
 ideal environment to invest in. This is a shame because the Netherlands do
possess a relatively well-developed basic telecommunications infrastructure. More
efrective and profitable mining of this infrastructure could well benefit the suppliers of
telecom Services and the clients äs well.
why, then, does the Dutch governrnent cling to its protective policies?
4. Interests Surrounding the Telecommunications Infrastructure and the Electronic
Superhighway
As I noted in section 3, the regime of the Telecomiminication Facilities Act of 1988
°my semi-liberalized the telecommunications infrastructure. The major part of
telecommunications (the care for the national pubiic telecommunications infrastructure
and the telephone and data service) is still monopolized. The reasons in 1988 to
mamtain the monopoly were largely of a social and economic nature. It was believed
that telecommunications and the telecommunications infrastructure are of great social
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importance and involve public interests. In societies like the Dutch, it was believed untiJ
recently that everyone should have access to basic telecommunications Services, such
äs the telephone Service, under the same conditions. Uniformity of connection and
access conditions were deemed to be of the utmost social importance. People in a
modern society are dependent on basic telecommunications Services; they should all be
able to partake in these Services, without any discrimination. The way to safeguard this,
in the line of thinking followed by the 1988 Act, is to assign the administration of the
telecommunications infrastructure to only one Institution. The assignment comes with
strict conditions äs to how the assignee has to perform the assignment and to provide
the telecommunications Services. Furthermore, on an economic level it was believed in
1988 that the Netherlands is too small a country to profitably install, maintain, and
exploit more than one national public telecommunications infrastructure. This economic
reasoning sustained the argument that there should be a monopoly on the national public
telecommunications infrastructure and a semi-monopoly on other public infrastructures.
Characteristic features of this line of reasoning behind the Telecommunication Facilities
Act are the non-reliance on the regulatory power of the market and the stress on
uniformity.
Much has changed since 1988. Technological innovations and the rise of the
concept of the electronic superhighway have put the line of reasoning of 1988 in a
different perspective. First of all, time has shown that mining the telecommunications
infrastructure — even in a small country like the Netherlands — can be very profitable.
Due to new technologies and a variety of new Services which are in great demand,
infrastructure administrators can nowadays very profitably exploit the capacity of their
networks. Second, the social dependence on the telecommunications infrastructure and
basic Services still does exist today, but one may wonder whether this dependence still
warrants a monopoly or even a duopoly on the infrastructure. Nearly every household
in the Netherlands is connected to the national public telecommunications infrastructure
and to the cable TV infrastructure äs well.17 The experience with the cable TV
network infrastructure shows that relatively uniform (connection) conditions and fair
prices can also be obtained by non-monopolized administration of infrastructure. The
market itself does not seem to have unwanted discriminatory effects on prices and
conditions. On the contrary, market effects allow for wholesome differentiation and
increasing possibilities for flexible response to consumer demands.
The stress on uniform conditions and intensive government control in the area of
media and telecommunications is a tradition in the Netherlands. This tradition, however,
can in its present legal form be a major Inhibition to the further development of the
electronic superhighway, which is, äs I said earlier, strongly dependent on market
Operation and competition. The electronic superhighway is only äs large or äs big äs the
17 Some 90% of the Dutch households are connected to cable TV networks.
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consumer demands and only Stretches äs far äs the willingness of possible suppliers to
invest in the means to meet these demands. In a (semi-)monopolized and overregulated
market the willingness to invest is but poor. The EC and the Dutch government seem
t° realize this. This has recently led to various new strategies and policies which should
Provide a better climate.
5· New Infrastructure Policies
Ths Ec commission communication Europe 's Way to the Information Society: an Action
Plann acknowledges the importance of market Operation to the growth of the
electronic superhighway, which in its turn is crucial to the growth of the emerging
European Information society. Following the goals set out in the Delörs Whitepaper
Competitiveness, Employment and the Bangemann Report19, the EC
's communication of 1994 stresses the importance of a more competitive
eövironment in telecommunications to boost the electronic superhighway and the
'nformation society. The emerging Information society is of crucial importance to the
fiiture of European society, according to the EC communication. Information and
c
°ttimunication technologies and related Services have the potential to promote steady
^d sustainable growth, to increase Competitiveness, to open new Job opportun!ties, and
to
 improve the quality of life for all Europeans.
Liberalization, Competitiveness, and harmonization are the key concepts in the EC
P°licies set forth to boost the EC Information economy, The EC strategy to arrive at a
§rowing and competitive market basically includes the following objectives related to
^
e
 telecommunications infrastructure.
Acceleration of the liberalization of the telecommunications infrastructure, in order
to ensure a competitive market in telecommunications Services. This means that
legal and factual inhibitions to (partly) free exploitation of telecommunications
infrastructures have to be lifted.
Achieving and preserving universal service, i.e., creating conditions that will result
in the availability of certain uniform, easy, and low-tariff accessible
telecommunications, information, and media Services throughout Europe. This goal
also includes the care for the blending in of Euro-services to telecommunications
with telecommunications Services in the rest of the world.
Achieving and safeguarding standardization, interconnection, and interoperability,
i-e., creating conditions that will ensure that telecommunications or media networks
can operate on an integrated market without interconnection inhibitions.
Communication of the EC Commission, op. dt., note 4.
g Level Gr°up on the Information Society, op.cit., note 4.
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• Safeguarding economic and societal interests in the new liberalized, open, and
competitive telecommunications market. This objective is operationalized in
intended, new EC measures regarding intellectual property rights, privacy
regulation, electronic protection, legal protection, and security. Furthermore, new
EC regulations are contemplated for media ownership according to the principles
of pluralism, for competition on the telecommunications market according to the
common market principles of the EC, and for the free distribution of audiovisual
Services.
I will not discuss all of the EC strategies and their accompanying measures in depth.
What I think is important are the main lines in the regulatory approach towards the
telecommunications infrastnicture and the time schedule the EC authorities have chosen
for the Implementation of their policies.
First of all, I think the EC approach is both realistic and innovative enough to
ensure a liberalized, competitive, and common telecommunications market. This free
telecommunications market is essential for the growth of a diverse and competitive
Information economy that will create both Job opportunities and profits on a sustained
scale. The proposed measures will, I think, effectively result in a profitable
telecommunications market and a steadily growing demand-driven information economy,
provided that the liberalization measures are implemented without substantial time
intervals.
The time schedule that the EC in particular has chosen, however, is not one of
simultaneous Implementation of measures, but one of sequential and fragmented
implementation. For example, where on the one hand the EC commission wants to do
away with the inhibitions to the telecommunications infrastnictures by the end of 1995,
the EC commission only wants to lift the inhibitions to telecommunications Services by
the end of 1998. Gradual implementation may seem to be a prudent approach and may
well work, but the risk of semi-competition is not to be ignored. A certain period of
semi-competition, in which some information producers will have the advantages of
liberalization, may result in a non-reversible head start for some suppliers in the field
of information Services. Factual monopolies, replacing the legal monopolies of the
recent past, may be the result.
This does not indicate that immediate and simultaneous implementation of all
liberalization measures should be effected at once, but it is a consideration to be taken
into account while contemplating the implementation time schedule. I think it is
important that the future suppliers of information Services, who will in effect have to
be administrators of information Systems, Start off at the same legal footing. I think this
will guarantee a better climate for Investments and an accelerated, wider growth of the
information economy.
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6. Interests Related to the Roads of the Emerging Information Society
An evolving and steadily expanding Information market will, on the face of it, have
drastic effects on both economy and society in Europe. An Information economy and
Information society will emerge from it. It is too early to teil what the precise effects
of these developments will be. However, some forecasts on new interests and problems
can be made. I will limit myself to the interests and problems related to the
telecommunications infrastructure.
On an economic level, the telecommunications infrastructure for an Information
economy is vitally important. Access to telecommunications networks and some sort of
control over the use of the telecommunications or media infrastructure (capacity,
manageability) are critical factors for the Information production chains needed to
produce Information Services. Existing fair trade principles and regulations will probably
not suffice to cope with the dynamics of the Information economy. For instance, the
concepts of intellectual property and intellectual property rights are very vulnerable on
the "immaterial" electronic highways. Information protection and (informational)
privacy safeguards will pose major legal issues in the near future. In regulating this
Information economy, traditional telecommunications concepts, with their strict legal
division in infrastructure, basic Services, and value added Services, will not always
apply. Information production is an increasingly integrated process in which the
telecommunications and media chains are used äs Information Systems. Legal concepts
are not yet geared to these developments. A demand-driven and open Information
market will increasingly need legal rules that will guarantee open and fair competition.
Until now, most of the policies related to the settlement of legal position on the
electronic superhighway have been aimed at liberalization and harmonization, but not
on market control itself.
The emerging electronic highways and the Information economy also bring a variety
of possible societal interests. On the one hand, the Information economy may well
provide employment perspectives. On the other hand, gap will possibly develop between
Information "haves" and "have-nots". Not everyone will be able to afford the equipment
needed to benefit from the various Information Services. The possible social implications
of informational inequality may be quite severe. In the Information society, which will
coincide with the Information economy, access to Information (in terms of user-
friendliness), privacy, availability, affordability, and legal protection (from criminal
behavior on the highway) may well become crucial social issues. Here also, traditional
legal telecommunications and media concepts will not always automatically provide the
answer. Answering the question of what the legal and goveramental response to these
Potential problems of the Information society should be is not easy. Such an answer will
require an assessment of the government position in an Information society on the one
hand, and a concept of the dynamics of an Information society on the other.
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7. Preliminary Conclusions
There are no easy answers äs to how legal positions towards the telecommunications
infrastructure should be settled in the near future. Traditional legal telecommunications
concepts tend to focus on telecommunications means and on a limited amount of
Services. The dynamics of an Information economy and an information society warrant,
äs I see it, more attention for information behavior and information relations. This does
not mean that legal rules concerning telecommunications means will become
superfluous. On the contrary, in an information economy legal settlement of the use,
exploitation, and administration of telecommunications (and media) infrastructures and
means will become more and more important. However, the technological developments
will indicate new concepts of information production (growing use of telecom
infrastructures äs information Systems) and of informational behavior (rights and
obligations of citizens in an information society).
The present gradual approaches towards liberalization and harmonization of the
telecommunications and media infrastructures are necessary steps to boost the
information economy. Further delay will undoubtedly result in substantial arrears. The
emerging information economy and the information society will, however, need a
different legal approach, i.e., an approach that enhances new legal concepts of, e.g.,
fair competition in the information economy, rights and obligations of citizens in an
information society, and new concepts about the position of (national) governments in
a global information society.
